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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
GonzálezR has contributed to the dictionary with 7 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book.
We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit
our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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alien
In popular culture and in ufology (science of the study of the UFO phenomenon, unidentified flying object and its
derivatives), any living being originating from any non-Earth site is called alien.  Alien comes from English, in Spanish its
translation is Alien, refers to something or someone who comes from the outside of the earth and/or does not belong to
the nature of planet Earth.

calate
Calate : in El Salvador in most departments, refers to a dog of paupero or humble origin.

calentar motores
action or effect of initiating preparations to exercise entrepreneurship or carrying out a certain project, work or physical
or other task. In Automotive : action to turn on the automotive for optimal performance and verify possible failures at the
time of the initial and subsequent destination route.

hijoemadre
In some Latin American countries, particularly the southern cone this expression refers to an admiration or surprise
about some relevant fact within a community or another situation, originally as Son of a mother, shortened as
hijuemadre or son-in-person. It also refers to a subject of which the name is unknown in a pejorative or derogatory
sense

maradonear
It refers in some Latin American countries to the world-class Argentine football player, who when interviewed on one
occasion, this hesitation and babbling, that is, could not issue concise and clear words in order, then the colloquial or
popular term : Maradonear, refers to the action of thinking so much and hesitation when issuing an opinion about a
topic.

moyos de sal
It refers to some measure, the etymological origin of the word moyo comes from the Latin Modius which means :
measure, as it refers to salt moyos is referring to measures of salt, a moyo in volume equals 16 sings , a pitcher has
capacity for 16 liters , a moya equals 256/258 liters.  It's used more for wine.


